ABSTRACT: Instant messaging technology in the mobile Internet has been widely recognized, the relationship more closely to user requirements can be more real-time multimedia communications, which requires a network connection in the mobile Internet is not very stable environment and provide a reliable instant communication mechanism. At present, both at home and abroad has been very mature instant messaging software, but developers are conservative with their own communication protocol and related communications technologies. Therefore, this article from the actual needs of broadcast interactive phone system, aiming at low-power mobile devices, the small memory capacity and other characteristics, Shenyang broadcast television users, based on the use of mobile phone users to broadcast existing social relationships, combining broadcast functional Wechat and micro-blogging and other interactive, design and implement a mobile social network based instant message notification communication mechanism.
I. Introduction
As ICT and Internet development and progress, promote the establishment of social networks, the knowledge and application of the rapidly changing information age, people of their requirements continue to increase, which drives the development of social networks, and social networks continue meet people for social interpersonal needs. It can be a variety of fixed terminals and mobile terminals, the use of social networking applications, anytime, anywhere, whenever they want to contact with anyone, the reality of social interaction for people to save a lot of space and time, but also to promote better social networks development of. The rapid development of mobile Internet and the popularity of social networking is a necessary foundation for development, but also to the development of social networks presents a new trend, the specific performance of mobile and social networking niche. Mobile social networking technology is the customer end more run on mobile devices, anytime, anywhere access to more mobile Internet applications and provides location information provided by GPS and LBS socialize; a small minority representation in the social network is no longer It is for all users of social popularity, but for specific populations and the establishment of social platforms, such as enterprise social networking platform, shopping and other social networking platforms.
II. Mobile Social Network Instant Communication Mechanism
Most IM systems are using the system architecture of a client / server architecture. For server provider and protocol designers fundamental question is how to assign users to connect to each server fair, the number of users and the use of IM software changes over time, how can we ensure that the number of users peaked the organizational structure of the system is still able to adapt to the changes and adjustments. Currently, there are two general system architectures: symmetric and asymmetric architecture. Symmetric architecture refers to all functions required to service all of the servers, rather than symmetrical structure by different servers different roles, together to complete all the features. For symmetric architecture instant messaging system, client does not need to distinguish between the servers, only need to connect to either a server can complete all requirements. For the purposes of asymmetric instant messaging system, different servers assume different roles, depending on the roles were completed, such as message forwarding, a user logs on, the language services and other functions. This project uses a symmetric structure system architecture, users can connect to any one of the broker. In the instant messaging system, there is an important issue is communication data transmission format. Currently, forms of data transmission formats are basically two. Many protocols transmit data in binary format using the network byte order, including TCP and IP protocols, and for HTTP, SMTP and POP3 and other application layer protocols use format for transmission of information in text form. Binary data transmission can often speed up data processing speed and can save network resources, but for people who understand text-based form of agreement and easy to view, analyze, and debug. The project is based MQTT protocol, which uses the text in the form of a packet format. For the transmission of a text message, in addition to communication architecture is based on C / S mode, the message transmission are built on the basis of the TCP protocol, and the server will generally provide a fixed port to provide services, the server provides a fixed service port passive communication with the client, play the role of message transfer.
III. Design of Instant Communication Interface
IM Some of the information is obtained from the social network, such as instant messaging between users send may contain tweets, which requires users can access social networks provide interface information. Built in ELGG in the WebService framework, but it is only the frame, we need to define their own needs according to the relevant service interfaces. Use WebService process, ELGG provides two authentication mechanisms: simple KEY and HMAC two kinds. Here KEY simple manner. By way of plug-ins can also be used similar Weibo OAuth authentication method, will not consider here. KEY Keyadmin generated through the use of plug-ins to complete the public and private key generation. Client through public key authentication API for user authentication auth_token, complete the user login process. Defined here WebService interface is divided into several types of interfaces: user interfaces class information, micro-blogging interface that topic class interface, private letters class interface, user information, modify the interface that the user's friends class interface, the user interface to modify the password, the user class recommended interface.
User information class interface. If the registration fails, the information will be given in the message. If authentication fails, it will give the corresponding description.
IV. Design and Implementation of Real-Time Communication Mechanism
appropriate size image, when users click on image to download the original image on the server. For small-time recording and picture transmission can not tell the length of the file server, the server according to the end to determine whether the flag has been received. For the type of media file, required to support disconnected resume, you need to tell the server file size information transmission, the breakpoint is based on the time of the transfer file size to decide whether the receiving end is judged based on file size. Breakpoint information is stored in a MySQL database, each user uploading a video for the first time, it will insert a corresponding message in the database records the user name, file name, file upload and location. Users to upload, it will first check the availability of the database file relevant records, if any, from the breakpoint continue to upload, upload successful saved on the server, then delete this error message. The server responds to the client's need for timely progress of the upload.
V. Conclusion
Most important feature of instant messaging software on the Internet is real-time exchange of information. It produces a profound social and technical reason. Almost all people have the desire to socialize, access to social respect, self-realization of the demand, which is the driving force of popular Internet instant messaging software. And increasingly developed material civilization of the side effects, but also makes people used to keep a distance from the people around, so people are more willing to open their hearts to strangers. Compared with the traditional means of communication, instant messaging is fast, cheap, hidden features in the network across age, identity, industry, geographical constraints, to achieve zero distance interpersonal communication, between people and information. In this sense, there is a network instant messaging has changed the way people communicate and dating culture, greatly expanding the space for the exchange of personal life.
